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Dear Friends,
The Timepiece collection is pleased to present the ninth annual Anthology of Time. We are proud to offer you a glimpse into the unique and
exquisite brands we represent. After nearly ﬁfteen years in this business, we’re continually impressed by the technological innovations and
creative style of today’s timepieces.
Once upon a time we wore watches only to tell time, but not so much anymore in today’s handheld computer age. Today’s timepieces have
evolved to become fashion statements, worn to match an outﬁt or communicate personal style. In an effort to embrace trends and truly offer
“something for everyone”, we have expanded our ladies collection by introducing Chopard timepieces.
Chopard was founded in 1860 in a small village in Switzerland, and since has become one of the leading names in the high-end watch industry.
The brand is renowned for its creativity, state-of-the-art technology and the excellence in its craftsmen. We are excited to have added this brand
to our store’s repertoire!
We are looking forward to 2016, as we continue traveling extensively to meet with our portfolio of Swiss, French and German brands so we
can satisfy a wide range of luxury watch customers, from ﬁrst-time buyers to the most discriminating collectors.
Our “shop-in-shop” development continues as we strive to provide unique, brand-speciﬁc space for our customers to explore. We invite you to
join us and view these magniﬁcent collections for yourself either in store or online at our newly redesigned website.
Until then, take time to glance through the following unique timepieces. Discover what inspires you.

Michael Rosenberg
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Jeffrey Khalaf
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MILLENARY HAND-WOUND
Audemars Piguet has been crafting complicated watches for women for over 130
years and has proved to be the exception to the rule when combining watchmaking
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excellence with aesthetics. For 2015, the new Audemars Piguet Millenary collection
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celebrates 20 years of this unique oval women’s watch design.
Three years in the making, its elegant shape is a salute to the balance achieved
when old-world artisanship meets new-world design.
The new Millenary collection, which is offered in three
different versions, features a new hand-wound Manufacture
calibre 5201 that has been conceived to perfectly ﬁt the
intriguing oval case shape that follows ergonomically
the curves of the wrist. The open-design movement
reveals the balance wheel, also known as the beating
heart of the watch: the new Millenary has been
created from the inside out, literally.
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1 : Millenary Hand-Wound, 77247BC.ZZ.A813CR.01, 39.5mm, 18k white gold, diamond-set bezel and lugs, 116 diamonds. $30,700 2 : Millenary Hand-Wound, 77247OR.ZZ.A812CR.01,
39.5mm, 18k pink gold case, diamond-set bezel and lugs, 116 diamonds. $28,400 3 : Royal Oak Quartz, 67651SR.ZZ.1261SR.01, 33mm, stainless steel & pink gold, hour, minutes, date.
$20,500 4 : Royal Oak Quartz, 67651ST.ZZ.1261ST.01, 33mm, stainless steel, quartz, date, 40 diamonds. $15,300 5 : Royal Oak Quartz, 67651OR.ZZ.1261OR.01, 33mm, pink gold, hour,
minute, date. $37,800 6 : Royal Oak Quartz, 67651ST.ZZ.D002CR.01, 33mm, stainless steel, quartz, date, 40 diamonds. $14,200 7 : Royal Oak Selfwinding, 15450ST.OO.1256ST.01,
37mm, stainless steel, selfwinding. $16,500 8 : Royal Oak Offshore Quartz, 67540OK.ZZ.A010CA.01, 37mm, pink gold, DNA of the original men’s model. $31,300
7
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ROYAL OAK SELFWINDING
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For the past 140 years, Audemars Piguet has been crafting exceptional timepieces
where its uncompromising methods, rare craftsmanship and innovation are all
reﬂected in their unique nature.
The Royal Oak’s design status is elevated with a new avant-garde coming together
of materials: steel and pink gold. The steel speaks of the original 1972 model,
retaining the iconic Royal Oak looks, while the pink gold adds warm accents of
contemporary color. This new two tone expression of the Royal Oak continues
the proud evolution of an Audemars Piguet classic.

15
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9 : Royal Oak Selfwinding, 15400SR.OO.1220SR.01, 41mm, stainless steel, date, selfwinding. $25,600 10 : Royal Oak Selfwinding, 15400OR.OO.D088CR.01, 41mm, 18k pink
gold, date, selfwinding. $32,000 11 : Royal Oak Chronograph, 26320ST.OO.1220ST.01, 41mm, stainless steel, date, small seconds, selfwinding. $24,300 12 : Royal Oak Offshore
Chronograph, 26470ST.OO.A027CA.01, 42mm, royal blue dial & strap. $25,600 13 : Royal Oak Offshore Diver, 15710ST.OO.A002CA.02, 42mm, stainless steel, dive-time measurement,
date, selfwinding. $19,000 14 : Royal Oak Offshore Chronograph, 26402CE.OO.A002CA.01, 44mm, black ceramic, date, small seconds, selfwinding. $41,800 15 : Royal Oak Offshore
Chronograph, 26400SO.OO.A002CA.01, 44mm, stainless steel, date, small seconds, selfwinding. $33,400
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BR-X1 SKELETON CHRONOGRAPH – CARBONE FORGE
Nearly 10 years ago, Bell & Ross launched the BR 01, a distinctive, high-performance watch
directly inspired by on-board ﬂight instruments. The BR 01 is iconic because of its square
shape and round dial. Bell & Ross has pushed the boundaries further by launching its ﬁfthgeneration watch. This new watch is a tribute to the Bell X-1. The BR-X1 has a high-end
chronograph with a resolutely sporty design and sophisticated haute horlogerie ﬁnishes.
Bell & Ross has chosen to incorporate a high-tech composite material in the design of the
4

BR-X1: Carbon Forge. It is extremely lightweight and strong. Carbon Forge is a material
2

obtained using a unique, patented conversion process. To meet watch criteria, engineers
have reworked the carbon ﬁbers and the composition of the resin. The result is a nonporous, water-resistant single-unit case with clean edges, in a deep black, which is the
color of the carbon ﬁbers. The marbled appearance is unique to each piece due to the
random way the carbon ﬁbers are mixed. To protect the piece from possible impacts,

5

a “bumper” in high-tech ceramic and rubber surrounds the square case.

3

This truly unique watch is limited to 250 pieces.

1
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1 : BR-X1 Carbone Forgé, BR-CAL.313, 45mm case, automatic, hours, minutes, small seconds, skeleton date, rubber strap, limited to 250 pieces. $23,000 2 : BR03-94 Black Matte,
BR-CAL.301, 42mm case, automatic, hours, minutes, small seconds, date, rubber and synthetic fabric strap. $5,900 3 : BR03-94 Golden Heritage, BR-CAL.301, 42mm case, automatic,
hours, minutes, seconds, date, calfskin with a hot stamped ﬁnish and synthetic fabric strap. $3,900 4 : BR126 Carbon Orange, BR-CAL. 301, 41mm case, automatic, hours, minutes,
seconds, date, nato bracelet, limited to 500 pieces. $4,800 5 : BR123 Golden Heritage, BR-CAL.305, 43mm case, automatic, hours, minutes, small seconds, date, on calfskin strap. $3,500
11

FIFTY FATHOMS BATHYSCAPHE
Since its creation in 1953, the Fifty Fathoms by Blancpain has been the archetypal
modern diver’s watch. Blancpain’s Bathyscaphe diver’s watches were introduced
2

in the late 1950s as models for both men and women. The new models incorporate
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modern Blancpain calibers renowned for their robustness and reliability. The heart
of each mechanical self-winding movements beats at 28,800 vibrations per hour.
Driven by a constant concern to improve these calibers, a nonmagnetic silicon
balance-spring may be admired through a sapphire crystal case-back. In addition
to its corrosion-resistant properties, silicon is also extremely resistant to wear and
natural ageing.
Like all diver’s watches, each model is equipped with a unidirectional bezel activated
by turning it counter-clockwise in one-minute increments. During dives, the seconds
serves as an operating indicator, while a contrasting dial and luminescent gold
hour-markers ensure optimal readability. The Fifty Fathoms Bathyscaphe is naturally
water-resistant to 300 meters.
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1 : Fifty Fathoms Bathyscaphe, 5000-36S30-B52A, in Sedna® gold, 43mm case. $25,200 2 : Villeret 8-day Perpetual calendar, 6659-3631-55B, in red gold, 42mm case. $58,900 3 : Villeret
Pulsometer Flyback Chronograph, 6680F-3631-55B in 18k red gold, 43.6mm case. $31,600 4 : Villeret complete calendar, 6654-3613-55B, in red gold, 40mm case. $25,700 5 : Villeret
Ultraslim, 6653Q-1127-55B, in stainless steel, 40mm case. $31,600 6 : Fifty Fathoms Bathyscaphe Flyback Chronograph, 5200-0130-B52A, in black ceramic, 43.6mm case. $17,200
7 : Fifty Fathoms Bathyscaphe, 5000-1110-70B, in satin-brushed steel, 43mm case. $13,100 8 : Fifty Fathoms Bathyscaphe, 5000-0130-B52A, in black ceramic, 43mm case. $12,860
13

BREITLING COCKPIT B50 NIGHT MISSION

2

Breitling once again establishes itself as the partner of aviation by launching

3

4

a new multifunction electronic chronograph equipped with an “in-house”
analog and digital-display caliber – a brand-exclusive development.
Designed to accompany aviators in all their missions, this Cockpit B50
innovates through its broad range of functions, its user friendliness as
well as its ultra-legible display mode. The new instruments for pilots.
Equipped with a sturdy and light case in natural or black carbon-coated
titanium, the Cockpit B50 chronograph ﬂaunts a resolutely technical, powerful
and masculine appearance. It is however distinguished ﬁrst and foremost by
the performances and the functionality of its exclusive new Breitling Caliber B50:
a SuperQuartz movement ten times more accurate than standard quartz and
chronometer-certiﬁed by the COSC (Swiss Ofﬁcial Chronometer Testing Institute),
the highest benchmark in terms of reliability and precision.

5
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1 : Cockpit B50 Night Mission, VB501022/BD41, 46mm, SuperQuartz movement, analog and digital display, rechargeable battery. $8,050 2 : Chronoliner, Y2431012/BE10, 46mm,
self-winding, stainless steel Ocean Classic bracelet. $7,575 3 : Super Avenger II, A1337111/BC29, 48mm, self-winding, stainless steel, Volcano black dial. $5,835 4 : Transocean
Chronograph
Unitime, RB0510U0/A733, 46mm, Manufacture Breitling Caliber 01 movement, 18k gold case, 24 time zone. $31,565 5 : Navitimer 01 (46MM), AB012721/BD09,
A
Manufacture Breitling Caliber 01 movement, stainless steel, black dial, silver subdials. $8,465 6 : Chronomat 44, CB011012/B968, 44mm, Manufacture Breitling Caliber 01 movement,
stainless steel, rose gold bezel. $13,420 7 : Chronomat 38 Sleek T, A1331053/A776, 38mm, self-winding, stainless steel, mother-of-pearl diamond dial and diamond bezel. $14,400
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BENTLEY B06 S
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3

The Bentley B06 S is a highly sophisticated, yet sporty compact system.
It has a 44 mm diameter that is bound to appeal to devotees of ﬁne
mechanics, offering a blend of elegance and performance. The knurled
pattern on the bezel is picked up in the motif stamped on the black or
silver dial.
Manufacture Breitling Calibre B06, entirely developed and produced in
the Breitling Chronometrie workshops, and ofﬁcially chronometercertiﬁed, boasts an ingenious “30-second chronograph” system inspired by
a 1926 Breitling patent. It involved a central hand sweeping around the dial
in half a minute, ensuring extremely precise eighth-of-a-second readings of
the times it measures. The “variable tachymeter” has a rotating bezel and can
calculate average speeds whatever the time elapsed, the distance covered,
or the speed reached. The perfect emblem of the Breitling for Bentley spirit.

4
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1 : Bentley B06 S, AB061221/BD93, BENTLEY B06 S, 44mm, Manufacture Breitling Caliber B06 movement, stainless steel. $10,630 2 : Bentley B06 S, AB061221/G810, 44mm,
Manufacture Breitling Caliber B06 movement, stainless steel. $10,630 3 : Bentley 6.75, A4436412/BC77, 49mm, self-winding movement, stainless steel. $10,840 4 : Bentley B04
GMT, AB043112/BC69, 49mm, Manufacture Breitling Caliber B04 movement, stainless steel. $11,500 5 : Bentley Barnato 42, A4139024/BB82, 42mm, self-winding movement,
stainless steel. $8,620 6 : Bentley 05 Unitime, RB052IU4/BC66, 49mm, Manufacture Breitling Caliber B05, 18k red gold. $38,965
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MILLIE MIGLIA GTS COLLECTION
Since 1988, Chopard has been serving as historical world sponsor and ofﬁcial
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timekeeper of the Mille Miglia, the car rally acknowledged as “la corsa più bella
del mondo” – the world’s most beautiful race, taking place over one thousand
miles from Brescia to Rome and back. Chopard co-president Karl-Friedrich
Scheufele, being himself a driver, a passionate collector and a car enthusiast,
personally participates in this annual rendezvous.
This year, Chopard introduced the Millie Miglia GTS edition (for Grand Turismo
Sport), composed of a three-hand chronometer with date display, a chronograph
and a power-reserve model. Their steel cases – featuring a 43 mm diameter for

1

the Automatic and Power Control versions and a 44 mm for the Chrono version –
are ﬁtted with short, pointed lugs that are carefully tapered to ensure optimal
comfort on the wrist, while the sporting nature of these timepieces is enhanced
by facetted hands.
The Millie Miglia GTS collection is dedicated to drivers combining a competitive
spirit with distinctive style.

3
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1 : Grand Prix De Monaco Historique Chrono, 168570-3001, 44.50mm case, automatic, calfskin barenia leather strap by Chopard. $7,640 2 : Superfast Chrono Porsche 919 Edition,
168535-3002, 45mm case, automatic, rubber strap. $12,890 3 : Mille Miglia GTS Power Control, 168566-3001, 43mm case, automatic, power reserve indicator, rubber strap. $6,640.
4 : Happy Sport, 278559-3004, 36mm case, automatic, 0.35k of moving diamonds, 1.96k diamond bezel. $19,410 5 : Happy Sport, 278559-6004, 36mm case, automatic, 0.35k of
moving diamonds, 1.96k diamond bezel, set in 18k rose gold. $27,340 6 : Happy Sport, 274891-1003, 36mm case, automatic, mother-of-pearl dial, 0.20k of moving diamonds,
0.15k sapphires, 2.18k diamonds, 3.45k sapphire set in a 18k white gold. $86,400 7 : Imperiale, 384242-1006, 36mm case, automatic, black mother-of-pearl dial, 3.13k diamonds,
set in 18k white gold case. $45,690 8 : Imperiale, 388532-6004, 36mm case, automatic, mother-of-pearl inlay, 1.26k diamond bezel, 0.10k amethyst crown, 18k rose gold and
stainless steel bracelet. $18,410 9 : Imperiale, 384242-5005, 36mm case, automatic movement, mother-of-pearl dial, 3.13k of diamonds, set in an 18k rose gold case, white brushed
fabric strap by Chopard. $45,690
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NEO-TOURBILLON WITH THREE BRIDGES
A contemporary reinterpretation of movement architecture designed by GirardPerregaux in the nineteenth century, the Neo-Tourbillon with Three Bridges and
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DLC titanium case deﬁnitively places the Manufacture in the third millennium
and puts the watch mechanism on the level of kinetic art.
Daring has always been the watchword of exceptional people who defy established
rules to create new paradigms by sheer force of conviction. Iconic since its inception,
the Tourbillon with Three Bridges has imposed its unrivalled and minimalist
architecture on the whole profession for the past 150 years. At the dawning of this
new millennium, the time had come to make a change and uphold the magic of
a sustainable idea. With the Neo-Tourbillon developed by the Manufacturer’s
watchmaking teams, form has evolved in tune with
contemporary tastes, but the architectural principle
of perfection, which focuses on the essentials, remains

2

just as powerful. Designed with the will to always
move forward in compliance with the values dear to
watch enthusiasts, the Neo-Tourbillon with Three
Bridges endorses the technological potential mastered

7

8

by the Manufacture, honoring the past and proving
1

itself worthy of the future.
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1 & 2 : Neo-Tourbillon With Three Bridges, 99270-21-000-BA6A, 45mm, titanium, automatic, tourbillon, hour, minute, small second, alligator strap. $153,500 3 : Girard-Perregaux
1966, 49525-52-432-BB4A, 38mm, pink gold, automatic, hour, minute, date, alligator strap. $16,300 4 : Traveller WW.TC, 49700-11-133-BB6B, 44mm, stainless steel, automatic, hour,
minute, small second, chronograph, date, world time with day/night indicator, alligator strap. $16,200 5 : Vintage 1945 XXL Large Date & Moon-Phases, 25882-11-121-BB6B, 36.10 x
35.25mm, stainless steel, automatic, hour, minute, small second, date, moon-phase. $12,200 6 : Girard-Perregaux 1966 Lady Moon-Phase, 49524D53A752-CK7A, 36mm, white gold,
automatic, hour, minute, small second, moon-phase, alligator strap, 63 diamonds. $28,000 7 : Girard-Perregaux 1966 Full Calendar, 49535-52-151-BK6A, 40mm, pink gold, automatic,
hour, minute, central second, full calendar, date, day of week, month, moon-phases, alligator strap. $25,600 8 : Traveller Large Date and Moon-Phases, 49650-11-132-BB6A, 44mm,
stainless steel, automatic, hour, minute, small second, large date, moon-phases, power reserve indicator, alligator strap. $12,950 9 : Vintage 1945 XXL Large Date & Moon-Phases,
25882-11-223-BB6B, 36.10 x 35.25mm, stainless steel, automatic, hour, minute, small second, large date, moon-phase, alligator strap. $16,500 10 : Girard-Perregaux 1966 Lady
Moon-Phase, 49524D52A751-CK6A, 36mm, pink gold, automatic, hour, minute, small second, moon-phase, alligator strap, 63 diamonds. $26,500
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Almost everyone knows CARRARA marble: the most famous and beautiful of all.
It was precisely the proximity to these marble caves that inspired Giuliano
Mazzuoli when one day he thought of using the material utilized by the Romans
and by Michelangelo. In fact, just as Michelangelo went to the marble caves to
choose the right block, Giuliano went to choose the plate from which to extract
the white rings to make his watches. Every gray vein is important and is a testimony
to the material, distinguishing the watches from those made in ceramic, a material
made by man while marble is a work of nature. The dial denotes a “highlighted
simplicity” due to the indexes which are inspired by the majestic blocks of marble.
Obviously, the line could not have been called anything but CARRARA.

2
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1 : Carrara, CRRA08, hours, minutes, seconds, Automatic movement; 45 mm case in Italian Carrara marble; water resistant 50 m; screw-in crown; Italian leather strap. $4,900
2 : Manometro 10th Anniversary Edition, MRP10A, hours, minutes, seconds, Automatic movement; 45 mm polished stainless steel case engraved with Giuliano Mazzuoli’s signature,
limited edition of 120 pieces; hand-numbered ivory dial; screw-in crown; water resistant 50 m; Italian leather strap. $3,900 3 : Trasmissione Meccanica Chronograph, TMCGM05, hours,
minutes, seconds, Start-Stop Button positioned at 8 o’clock; Reset Button positioned at 10 o’clock; Automatic movement; 46 mm gun metal PVD stainless steel case; water resistant
50 m; screw-in crown; Italian leather strap with red stitching. $7,500
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SENATOR COSMOPOLITE
Glashütte Original presents a magniﬁcent and innovative mechanical masterpiece,
the Senator Cosmopolite, equipped with the new Calibre 89-02. This Saxon
manufactory adds a new mechanical work of art speciﬁcally aimed at the world
traveler. Despite its complexity, this exceptional watch is marvelously intuitive
and has been designed for everyday use.
3
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The dial of the new Senator Cosmopolite is easy to read and presents the time
of day at home and away simultaneously, in any two of 37 world time zones.
The primary point of reference for the traveller on the road is the local time at
destination. The lacquered silver-grained dial features a black railroad chapter
ring framing black Roman numerals, with symmetrical placement along the central
vertical axis of the home time dial at 12, central hour and minute hands and the
small seconds dial at 6 o’clock. The 72-hour power reserve indicator, located within
the home time dial, is in black against an ivory ground; the home time day/night
indicator shows a black dot by night and a light dot by day.
The heart of the Senator Cosmopolite is the new
Calibre 89-02 automatic movement. Its exceptional
mechanics are set in motion when the traveler
wishes to change the destination time. If the time
at the chosen destination is ahead or back a day,
the Panorama Date display changes accordingly.

7

Thus the new Calibre 89-02 transforms its spectacular
mechanical complexity into compelling simplicity
of use: a masterpiece of ﬁne German watchmaking
1

from Glashütte Original.
2
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1 & 2 : Senator Cosmopolite, 89-02-01-05-30, automatic, second time zone, small second, panorama date. $43,500 3 : Senator Cosmopolite, 89-02-01-04-30, automatic, second
time zone, small second, panorama date. $45,300 4 : PanoMaticLunar, 90-02-49-35-30, automatic, hour, minute, small second, second stop, panorama date, moon phase. $23,900
5 : PanoReserve, 65-01-29-15-30, manual, hour, minute, second, power reserve, panorama date. $23,900 6 : Pavonia, 03-02-04-05-30, quartz movement, 8 diamonds on dial, hour
and minute. $17,000 7 : Senator Observer, 100-14-07-02-30, automatic movement, hour, panorama date, power reserve. $11,800 8 : PanoMaticLunar, 90-02-46-32-30, automatic,
hour, minute, small second, panorama date, moon phase. $11,500 9 : PanoReserve, 65-01-26-12-30, manual, hour, minute, second, power reserve, panorama date. $11,500
10 : Pavonina, 03-02-12-12-35, quartz movement, 8 diamonds on dial, hour, minute. $17,000
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AVENUE DUAL TIME AUTOMATIC
With its powerful design, unique indications, and bold sophistication, the new
Avenue Dual Time embodies Harry Winston’s unsurpassed approach to watchmaking.
This perfectly masculine timepiece, with its geometric lines, sizeable proportions,

5
2

and wearable quality, does not follow traditional design principles. It features an
off-center dial for local time and a retrograde indication for a second time zone,

4

3

2

exemplifying the spirit of Harry Winston’s complicated watchmaking.
The Avenue Dual Time is decisively masculine in design and an absolute embodiment
of Harry Winston’s signature style. Though in an entirely new case, it incorporates the
basic design principles of the House’s Avenue Collection — rectangular shapes and a
central arch that embraces the hand-sewn alligator strap. The size of this timepiece,
53.80 mm long and 35.80 mm wide, is only one of the many qualities that contribute
to its grand presence. Its powerful styling is ever present: in the clear lines that deﬁne
the dial, in the facetted lugs, and in the diamond-chamfered lines of the case. The
timepiece allows for comfortable wear, as the slope of the lugs and the curved caseback
are designed to accommodate the contours of the wrist. The Avenue Dual Time also
features a distinctive crown. This well-designed addition, unlike traditional versions,
is set at an angle, offering further proof that Harry Winston’s watchmaking sets new

6

8

standards and invents new horological concepts.

1
1
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1 : Avenue Dual Time, AVEATZ37ZZ001, Zalium, automatic, 72 hour power reserve, alligator strap. $22,200 2 : Project Z9, OCEACH44ZZ004, Zalium, automatic ﬂyback chronograph,
50 hour power reserve, 44mm, rubber strap, limited to 300 pieces. $23,300 3 : Ocean Dual Time, OCEATZ44RR011, rose gold, automatic, 72 hour power reserve, 44mm case,
alligator strap. $37,500 4 : Midnight Big Date, MIDABD42RR005, rose gold, automatic, 72 hour power reserve, 42mm case, alligator strap. $24,800 5 : Midnight Date Moon Phase,
MIDAMP42WW003, white gold, automatic, 68 hour power reserve, 42mm case, alligator strap. $28,300 6 : Premier 31mm, PRNQHM31RR003, rose gold, brilliant-cut diamonds,
white mother-of-pearl dial, quartz movement, 1.20 cts. $36,900 7 : Midnight Diamond Stalactites, MIDAHM36RR001, rose gold, automatic, 72 hour power reserve, Tahitian motherof-pearl dial with diamond Stalactite design, 1.61 cts, alligator band. $34,400 8 : Premier 36mm, PRNQHM36WW017, white gold, brilliant-cut diamonds, white mother-of-pearl dial,
quartz movement, 2.37 cts. $48,100
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SLIM D’HERMES
Hermes presents a new watch collection born of a stylistic exercise on the theme
of aesthetic purity: Slim d’Hermes. This determination to aim for essentials results
in lines distinguished by their elementary sobriety, expressed through the slenderness
of a case. The broad dial opening immediately draws the glaze, while the design
of the lugs forms a right angle. The extreme simplicity of this watch conveys a
movement towards essentials in a rigorous, beautifully balanced manner.
2

Slim d’Hermes was designed by Philippe Delhotal. The timepiece testiﬁes to the
graphic approach of the house through the original typography to mark the hours.
The light, airy outline of the numerals imparts a lively rhythm that gives time a
pleasing cadence.
The watch is for both men and women and comes in three sizes, 39.5mm, 32mm,
and 25mm. A quartz movement drives the 32mm models, while new colors enrich the
range of alligator straps: blackcurrant, cloud white, and sapphire blue. The wristband
is also available in box calf, Barenia leather strap or steel bracelet versions. When
adorned in rose gold, the watch is graced with a guilloche dial in white natural
mother-of-pearl, while the brand’s ex-libris motif appear on the back of the case.

3

1
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1 : Slim d’Hermes, CA2.230.220.ZBL, 32mm steel case set with 70 diamonds, opaline silvered dial, quartz, hand made smooth sapphire blue alligator strap. $8,700 2 : Slim d’Hermes,
CA2.810.220.MNO, 39.5mm steel case, silvered dial, on a matte black alligator strap. $8,500 3 : Slim d’Hermes, CA.210.220.5000, 32mm steel case, opaline silvered dial, quartz, steel
bracelet. $4,175
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4 : Heure H MM, HH1.510.131.UNO, 26x26mm steel case, white dial, quartz, hand made interchangeable black grained calf strap. $2,525 5 : Heure H MM, HH1.510.131.WOR1,
26x26mm steel case, quartz, hand made interchangeable smooth orange strap. $2,675 6 : Heure H MM, HH1.510.290.ZAR, 26x26 steel case white dial with 11 diamond markers,
quartz, hand made interchangeable smooth red agate alligator strap. $3,950 7 : Medor TPM, ME2.130.282.ZZD5, 16x16mm steel case set with 504 diamonds, opaline, silvered
dial, quartz, hand made smooth geranium alligator strap. $26,000 8 : Medor PM, ME3.210.282.WOR1, 23x23mm steel case, white dial, hand made, quartz, interchangeable double
wrap around smooth orange calf strap. $4,650 9 : Medor PM, ME3.231.282.ZNO, 23x23mm steel case set with 158 diamonds, opaline silvered dial, quartz, hand made smooth black
alligator strap. $11,700
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CLASSIC FUSION CHRONO AERO HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS
“Hublot? A different way to progress” say those who know this unique Swiss luxury
watch company, where each and every moment moves forward to create the future
at breathtaking speed. A dream, initiated and developed by Hublot’s Chairman
Jean-Claude Biver with CEO, Ricardo Guadalupe when they took control of the
brand in 2004. These two men are responsible for turning the Hublot brand
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into a genuine success story in which the King Power, Classic Fusion, and Big
Bang, now celebrating its 10th Anniversary with exciting limited editions,
represent the symbols of a constantly evolving tradition.
This year, Hublot joins together with Hope for the Warriors – a national
non-proﬁt organization that supports post-9/11 service members, veterans,
and military families – to create the Classic Fusion Chrono Aero Hope for the
Warriors timepiece. This limited edition of 25 features a 45mm satin-ﬁnished black
ceramic case and comes with two special bands; one black alligator with green stitching
and one in Army Green. Black with touches of army green are featured throughout the dial,
hands and strap to represent the colors of the U.S. military uniform. The timepiece comes in
a unique Hope for the Warriors wooden box with the American Flag surrounded by camou-

1

ﬂage. This timepiece retails for $21,500 and is sold, exclusively, at The Timepiece Collection.
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1 : Classic Fusion Chrono Aero Hope for the Warriors, 525.CI.0180.NR.HOW15, self-winding, alligator strap, limited edition of 25. $21,500 2 : Big Bang Ferrari Titanium Carbon 45mm,
401.NJ.0123.VR, self-winding, leather strap, limited edition of 1000. $28,600 3 : Big Bang UNICO Italia Independent Grey 45mm, 411.YT.1110.NR.ITI15, self-winding, black-studded gray
jeans strap, limited edition of 500. $28,600 4 : Big Bang UNICO White Ceramic 45mm, 411.HX.1170.RX, UNICO unique manufacture movement, skeleton dial. $21,700 5 : Big Bang
Ferrari King Gold Carbon 45mm, 401.OJ.0123.VR, 18K King Gold case, self-winding, leather strap, limited edition of 500. $43,600 6 : Big Bang UNICO Italia Independent Blue 45mm,
411.YL.5190.NR.ITI15, self-winding, jeans strap, limited edition of 500. $28,600 7 : Big Bang UNICO Ceramic Magic Gold 45mm, 411.CM.1138.RX, 18k Magic Gold bezel, UNICO unique
manufacture movement, rubber strap. $26,300
33
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8 : Big Bang Steel White Diamonds 41mm, 342.SE.230.RW.114, 114 diamonds, self-winding, rubber strap. $17,100 9 : Big Bang Gold White Diamonds 41mm, 341.PE.230.RW.114,
18k red gold set with 114 diamonds, self-winding, rubber strap. $37,800 10 : Big Bang White Steel Diamonds 38mm, 361.SE.2010.RW.1104, 144 diamonds, rubber strap. $11,400
11 : Spirit of Big Bang King Gold Ceramic, 601.OM.0183.LR, 18k King Gold tonneau case, self-winding, alligator strap. $43,600 12 : Spirit of Big Bang King Gold, 601.OX.0183.LR,
18k King Gold tonneau case and bezel, self-winding, alligator strap. $47,000 13 : Classic Fusion Titanium Blue 45mm, 511.NX.7170.LR, self-winding movement, alligator strap.
$8,400 14 : Classic Fusion Aerofusion Titanium Chronograph 45mm, 525.NX.0170.LR, self-winding, alligator strap. $16,400 15 : Classic Fusion King Gold Blue Chronograph 45mm,
521.OX.7180.LR, King Gold case and bezel, self-winding, alligator strap. $33,800 16 : Classic Fusion Titanium Chronograph 45mm, 521.NX.1171.LR, self-winding, alligator strap.
$11,800 17 : Classic Fusion Titanium 45mm, 511.NX.1171.LR, self-winding, alligator strap. $8,400 18 : Classic Fusion Ceramic King Gold Chronograph 45mm, 521.CO.1781.RX,
18K King Gold bezel, self-winding, rubber strap. $16,200
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JAQUET DROZ – THE BIRD REPEATER GENEVA
As a celebration of the city of Geneva where Jaquet Droz established the city’s
ﬁrst clock manufacture in 1784, the ﬁrm is introducing a new edition of the
famous Bird Repeater encompassing all the Metiers D’arts that deﬁne the
brand as well as the mastery of grand complications.
The dial features a pair of elegant goldﬁnches accompanied by their young.
The craftsmanship of the La Chaux-de-Fonds artisans is reﬂected in the meticulously
rendered scenery, the vivacity of colors and attention to details as illustrated both
in the eyes of the birds and each wisp of straw.
As always with Jaquet Droz, beauty and mechanical genius go hand in hand. In
keeping with previous editions the Bird Repeater Geneva showcases 8 spectacular

1

animations – the birds feeding their ﬂedglings, the spreading wings, the ﬂowing
water, the hatching egg – all paying tribute to the renowned humanoid automata

6

created by Pierre Jaquet-Droz.
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1 : The Bird Repeater Geneva; J031033204, 47mm, 18k red gold case, dial, and clasp, hand-engraved and hand-painted birds, hand-winding mechanical, limited to 8. $472,500
2 : Petite Heure Minute Relief Horse, J005023275, 45mm, 18k red gold case and hand-engraved horse applique, self-winding, hand-engraved and painted 22k red gold Great Wall
of China. $62,000 3 : Grande Seconde Tourbillon Blue Pietersite, J013014271, 39mm, 18k white gold case, 382 diamonds in total, self-winding Tourbillon movement, hours, minutes,
limited to 8. $117,300 4 : The Eclipse Aventurine, J012610271, 39mm, stainless steel case set with 176 diamonds, self-winding, minutes, days, months. $30,500 5 : Grande Seconde
Deadbeat, J008033200, 43mm, 18k red gold case, Ivory Grand Feu enameled dial, hours, minutes, large central independent seconds, off-centered retrograde date hand at 6 o’clock,
self-winding, single barrel, limited to 88. $30,500 6 : Petite Heure Minute Paillonnee, J005033257, 43mm, 18k red gold case, Guilloché dial, 18k red gold paillons, self-winding, limited
to 8. $42,000 7 : Grande Seconde Meteorite, J014013223, 39mm, 18k red gold case and ring, set with 88 and 248 diamonds, buckle set with 24 diamonds, self-winding, limited to 88.
$37,500 8 : Perpetual Calendar Eclipse Ivory Enamel, J030533201, 43mm, 18k red gold case, hours, minutes, retrograde dates, days, months, leap-year indicator, moon phase, selfwinding. $54,600 9 : Grande Seconde SW, J029033401, 45mm, 18k red gold case, self-winding. $27,300
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Longines has been based at Saint-Imier in Switzerland since 1832. Its
watchmaking expertise reﬂects a strong devotion to tradition, elegance and
performance. Longines has generations of experience as ofﬁcial timekeeper
of world championships and as partner of international sports federation.
Known for the elegance of its timepieces, Longines is a member of the Swatch
Group Ltd, the World’s leading manufacturer of horological products. With the
winged hourglass as its emblem, the brand has outlets in over 140 countries.

6
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1 : Conquest Classic Moonphase Chronograph, L2.798.5.72.7, 42mm, automatic, 18k rose gold case and bracelet, silver dial with bar indexes. $5,750 2 : Conquest Classic, L2.285.4.56.6,
29.5mm, automatic, transparent case back, black dial with Arabic numerals and indexes. $2,000 3 : Conquest Classic, L2.285.5.88.7, 29.5mm, automatic, 18k rose gold case and bracelet,
transparent case back, mother of pearl dial with diamond indexes. $5,850 4 : Conquest Classic, L2.785.4.76.6, 40mm, automatic, silver dial with Arabic numerals and indexes. $2,100
5 : Conquest Classic Moonphase Chronograph, L2.798.5.52.7, 42mm, automatic, 18k rose gold case and bracelet, black dial with bar indexes. $5,750 6 : HydroConquest, L3.743.4.56.2,
41mm, quartz, black dial with Arabic numerals and bar indexes, rubber strap. $1,400 7 : HydroConquest, L3.744.4.96.6, 41mm, automatic, dial with Arabic numerals. $2,050 8 : The
Longines Legend Diver Watch, L3.674.4.50.0, 42mm, automatic, synthetic strap, black dial with Arabic numerals and bar indexes. $2,300 9 : The Longines Heritage Diver 1967,
L2.808.4.52.6, 42mm, automatic, $3,150
39

TONDA 1950 TOURBILLON
During the 19th century, when the Tourbillon was invented, watches carried
vertically in the pocket were subject to the effects of gravity, which caused the
balance-spring to become unbalanced and eventually affected the accuracy of the
timepiece. The Tourbillon uses a constant rotation system to ensure that gravity
acts on all the angles of the balance plane to reduce its unwanted effects.
Nowadays, the whole regulating organ is contained in a mobile cage maintained
on a single pivot point, speciﬁc to this collection. Rotating once per minute on its
own axis, this high-tech cage minimizes most of the watch’s rate variations in the
vertical position. The Tourbillon offers a fascinating view
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3

of a mechanism that pulses like a beating heart. Never
has a timepiece seemed so alive.
The Parmigiani Fleurier manufacturing centre presents
the world’s thinnest automatic ﬂying tourbillon with
micro-rotor (3.4mm). This feat of technology required

4

6

two years of research and development. From design to
production, each stage involved designers, engineers and
master watchmakers working in complete harmony to
1

breathe life into this slim masterpiece.

2
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1 : Tonda 1950 Tourbillon, PFH279-1000600, alligator strap, hours, minutes, seconds. $130,000 2 : Tonda 1950 Tourbillon, PFH279-1201400, alligator strap, hours, minutes, seconds.
$130,000 3 : Tonda 1950 Meteorite, PFC267-3000600, alligator strap, hours, minutes, small seconds. $19,500 4 : Tonda 1950 Meteorite, PFC267-3001400, alligator strap, hours,
minutes, small seconds. $19,500 5 : Tonda 1950 Squelette, PFC280-1000100, 18k rose gold, skeleton dial, alligator strap, hours, minutes. $39,500 6 : Tonda 1950 Squelette, PFC2801200100, white gold, skeleton dial, alligator strap, hours, minutes. $39,500
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7 : Tonda 39 Qualite Fleurier, PFC222-1602400, alligator strap, hours, minutes, seconds, date indication. $20,500 8 : Tonda 39 Qualite Fleurier, PFC222-1690601, alligator strap, hours,
minutes, seconds, date indication. $23,500 9 : Tonda 1950 Squelette, PFC280-1260100, diamond set bezel, alligator strap, hours, minutes. $42,500 10 : Tonda 1950 Squelette,
PFC280-1060100, diamond set bezel, alligator strap, hours, minutes. $42,500 11 : Tonda 1950 Tourbillon, PFH279-1266100, diamond set bezel, calfskin strap, hours, minutes, seconds.
$135,000 12 : Tonda 1950, PFC267-1063800, diamond set bezel, alligator strap, hours, minutes, small seconds. $23,000
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PERRELET 20TH ANNIVERSARY DOUBLE ROTOR
PERRELET celebrates the 20th anniversary of its invention. PERRELET raises the
Double Rotor mechanism to a new peak or reﬁnement. With the First Class
Double Rotor Skeleton, equipped with an in-house manufacture movement,
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3

Caliber P-481, PERRELET associates the horological tradition of its innovative

4

Double Rotor concept with its skeleton-work expertise. Through this ingenious
combination, the openworked dial enables the eye to move freely into the depths
of the mechanism, gently rocked by the natural rhythm of the second rotor.
Impelled by the dynamism of its pioneering spirit, PERRELET delivers distinctive
pleasure to the owners of its rigorously mechanical, resolutely contemporary
and absolutely innovative watches. The inventor of automatic winding in 1777,
the House of PERRELET masters all the components of the mechanical movements
made within the walls of its Manufacture.
For PERRELET, Fine Watchmaking is a universe of both hand and mind, in which
creativity is expressed through rigorous execution, and in which preserving a
tradition means continuing and innovating. A universe built on daring inventions,
on family talent perpetuated through the ages and expressed in prestigious
watchmaking creations.
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1 : First Class Double Rotor Skeleton 20 Year Anniversary Limited Edition, A3052-1, 42.50mm, mechanical automatic, alligator strap. $8,950 2 : First Class Double Rotor, A1090-1,
42.50mm, mechanical automatic, alligator strap. $4,250 3 : Turbine Yacht, A1089-1, 47 mm case, automatic, under-dial with black and bronze stripes, black rubber strap. $7,350
4 : Turbine GMT, A1092-1A, 44 mm, mechanical, Cotes de Geneve décor under-dial with an engraved world map. Blue and white dial ring, blue bi-material (PU/ alligator) strap with
white stitching. $7,350 5 : First Class Open Heart, A1087-5, 42.50 mm, mechanical automatic, alligator strap. $3,150 6 : Turbine Pilot, A1086-1A, 48mm, automatic, black under dial
with yellow strips, black bi-material (PU/Calfskin) strap with grey stitching. $7,350 7 : Turbine Diver, A1066-3, 47.50 mm case, automatic, yellow and blue dial, luminous white under
dial, blue rubber strap. $6,550
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THE NEW CARRERA – HEUER 01
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The New Carrera - Heuer 01, a timepiece that honors the brand’s heritage and
symbolizes the evolution of the Calibre 1887. The Carrera - Heuer 01 reﬂects the
new collection that will feature a new case, construction, design and calibre.
The dial side reveals the chronograph controls and an openwork date disc while
the case-back includes a red column wheel, and a skeleton chronograph bridge.
The piece also features a new generation TAG Heuer case, made from steel for
greater shock resistance. The construction has progressed from the traditionally
used single piece to a modular with twelve different components, allowing for
an inﬁnite combination of materials, colors, treatments and ﬁnishes. The look is
ﬁnished with a black perforated rubber strap.
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1 : Carrera Heuer 01 Automatic Chronograph, CAR2A1Z.FT6044, 45mm, rubber strap, 50 hour power reserve. $5,450 2 : Formula 1 Quartz, WAZ1110.FT8023, 41mm, hour, minute,
seconds, rubber strap. $1,000 3 : Aquaracer Automatic, WAY211B.FC6363, 41mm, nylon strap. $2,400 4 : Carrera Calibre 16 Tachymeter Chronograph, CV2A81.FC6237, 43mm, day,
date, alligator strap. $5,200 5 : Carrera Panamerica Edition Quartz Chronograph, CV1A10.BA0799, 43mm, date, steel bracelet. $2,800 6 : Aquaracer Automatic Chronograph, CAY211B.
BA0927, 43mm, steel bracelet. $3,650 7 : Aquaracer Steel and Gold Quartz, WAY1120.BB0930, 40.5mm, 20 micro gold plating on bezel & bracelet. $2,250 8 : Lady Formula 1 Quartz,
WAH1213.BA0861, 37mm, steel & ceramic bracelet. $2,400 9 : Lady Carrera Quartz, WAR1314.BA0778, 32mm, steel bracelet, two hand watch. $2,250
47

Born out of determination to continuously push the boundaries of watchmaking,
the Freak collection has brought together the boldest innovations of the past
fourteen years, originating from both Ulysse Nardin and the watchmaking
industry as a whole.
4

3

5

With neither dial nor hands, the Freak is constructed so that the movement turns
on its own axis. On the new FreakLab, the gear train has been made even smaller
in order to reposition the balance-wheel and balance-spring at the center of the
movement. The watch has been equipped with UlyChoc shock absorbers, designed,
developed and produced in-house. A classical system compromises ﬁve microelements: the block, the setting, the jewel, the counter pivot, and the spring. Ulysse
Nardin replaced three of these functions with
a single one-piece component made of silcium.
This enables the balance staff to be perfectly
re-centered in the event of impact.
The FreakLab is in an 18k white gold case,
manual-winding 8 days carrousel, 45mm
1

and limited to 99 pieces.
6
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1 & 2 : FreakLab, 2100-138, in 18k white gold, manual-winding, 45mm case, 8 days carrousel, limited to 99 pieces. $95,000 3 : Marine Diver, 266-10-8M/93, in 18k rose gold, selfwinding movement, 44mm, small seconds, power reserve, 18k gold bracelet. $51,100 4 : Stranger, 6902-125/VIV, in 18k red gold, in house-developed musical-mechanical movement,
45mm case, in a series of timepieces that plays the melody “La Primavera”, alligator strap, limited to 99 pieces. $105,000 5 : Executive Dual Time, 246-00/42, in 18k rose gold/ceramic
case, self-winding movement, time zone quick setting, big date, small seconds, black dial, alligator strap. $24,100 6 : Marine Chronometer Manufacture, 1183-122/42 V2, in titanium
and steel, self-winding movement, 45mm case, small seconds, power reserve indicator, rubber & titanium strap. $10,400 7 : Marine Chronograph Manufacture, 1503-150-3/63, in
titanium and steel, self-winding movement, 43mm case, blue dial, rubber & titanium strap. $12,700
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8 : Freak Phantom, 2080-115/03, in 18k white gold, manual-winding movement, 45mm case, 8 day carrousel, orbital ﬂying tourbillon, alligator strap. $140,000 9 : Black Sea/Blue Sea,
263-92LE-3C/923-RG, in steel & rubber, self-winding movement, 45.8mm case, small seconds, power reserve indicator, rubber & ceramic strap. $13,500 10 : Dual Time Manufacture,
3346-126LE/93, in 18k rose gold, self-winding movement, 42mm case, time zone quick setting, big date, small second, alligator strap. $26,500 11 : Dual Time Lady Manufacture,
3346-222B/30-02, in 18k rose gold, self-winding movement, 37.5mm case set with 60 diamonds, black dial, 1 roman ﬁgure set with 12 diamonds + 20 diamonds, time zone quick
setting, big date, small second, alligator strap. $24,500 12 : Jade, 3106-125B/591, in 18k rose gold, self-winding movement, 36x39mm case set with 56 diamonds, white mother
of pearl dial, small seconds, alligator strap. $25,500 13 : Classico Luna, 8296-123BC-2/91-AV, 18k rose gold, self-winding movement, 35mm case, Center Aventurine dial set with
72 diamonds, moon phase feature, outer white Mother of pearl dial, alligator strap. $27,500
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THE PILOT TYPE 20 EXTRA SPECIAL
The Pilot Type 20 Extra Special with its new bronze case is making a noteworthy
entrance into the collection of Zenith aviator watches. Bronze, a particularly
resistant non-magnetic copper and tin alloy, acquires a natural patina as it
oxidises, thereby accentuating the vintage appeal of this legendary appeal.
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Testifying to the pioneering role played by Zenith in developing ﬂights instruments
in the early days of aviation, the new Pilot Type 20 Extra Special is endowed with
all the original attributes of a pilot’s watch: oversized luminescent Arabic numerals
ensuring impeccable readability, as well as a large ratcheted screwed-in crown
enabling adjustment with gloved hands. Enhanced by a domed sapphire crystal,
its functions are distinctively displayed on a broad matte black dial framed by a
minute track, while the imposing Arabic numerals made from blocks of white
Super-Luminova® and the faceted luminescent hands reinforce its vintage elegance
and its optimal legibility. At the hart of the generous 45 mm bronze case that is
water-resistant to 100 meters beats the automatic Zenith Elite Calibre 679.
Operating at a frequency of 28,800 vibrations per hour (4 Hz), this accurate and
reliable Manufacture-made movement driving central hours, minutes, and seconds
hands has a 50-hour power reserve. The solid titanium case-back, bearing an etching
5

of Louis Blériot’s plane and adorned with the Zenith Flying Instruments logo, is a vivid

4

reminder of its legendary origins. A rubber-lined Nubuck strap ﬁtted with titanium
pin buckle sets the ﬁnal touch to this vintage-spirit timepiece made for adventurers
with a thirst for wide horizons.

1
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1 : Pilot Type 20 Extra Special, 29.2430.679/21.C753, 45mm case, black dial, leather strap, automatic, hours, minutes, seconds. $7,600 2 : Academy Christophe Colomb Hurricane
Grand Voyage II, 18.2215.8805/36.C713, 45mm, 18k rose gold, white enamel dial, brown alligator strap, manual, hours, minutes, seconds, limited edition, $353,000 3 : El Primero Big
Date Special, 03.2410.4010/21.C722, 42mm case, matt-black dial, calfskin leather strap, automatic movement, hours, minutes, seconds, large date, chronograph. $7,600 4 : Pilot Type
20 Annual Calendar, 87.2430.4054/21.C721, 48mm case, 18k rose gold bezel, on alligator leather strap, automatic, hours, minutes, seconds, chronograph, day, date, month. $19,700
5 : Pilot Type 20 GMT, 03.2430.693/21.C723, 48mm case, calfskin leather strap, automatic, hours, minutes, seconds, time-zone indicator. $8,100
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6 : El Primero Chronomaster Power Reserve, 03.2080.4021/21.C496, 42mm case, alligator leather strap, automatic, hours, minutes, seconds, chronograph, power-reserve. $9,800
7 : El Primero Chronomaster 1969, 03.2040.4021/69.C496, 42mm case, alligator leather strap, automatic, hours, minutes, seconds, chronograph. $9,800 8 : El Primero Chronomaster
4
1969 Tour Auto Edition, 03.2044.4061/01.C746, 42mm case, calfskin leather strap, automatic, hours, minutes, seconds, chronograph, limited edition. $11,900 9 : El Primero,
410/18.2091.410/01.C494, in 18k rose gold, 42mm case, leather strap, automatic, hours, minutes, seconds, calendar, chronograph. $22,100 10 : El Primero 36’000 VPH, 03.2080.400/01.
C494, 42mm case, alligator leather strap, automatic movement, hours, minutes, seconds, chronograph, date. $9,000 11 : El Primero Chronomaster Grande Date, 18.2160.4047/01.C713,
in 18k rose gold, 45mm case, alligator leather strap, automatic movement, hours, minutes, seconds, date, chronograph. $28,500 12 : Elite 6150, 03.2270.6150/01.C493, 42mm case,
alligator leather strap, automatic, hours, minutes, seconds. $8,300 13 : Elite Ultra Thin, 18.2010.681/01.C498, in 18k rose gold, 40mm case, alligator leather strap, automatic, hours,
minutes, seconds. $13,400 14 : El Primero Winsor Annual Calendar, 03.2072.4054/01.C711, 42mm case, alligator leather strap, automatic, hours, minutes, seconds, chronograph, date,
day, month. $10,700 15 : El Primero Chronograph Classic, 18.2270.4069/01.C498, rose gold, 42mm case, alligator leather strap, automatic, hours, minutes, seconds, chronograph.
$21,600 16 : El Primero Chronograph Classic, 03.2270.4069/01.C493, 42mm case, alligator leather strap, automatic movement, hours, minutes, seconds, chronograph. $8,900
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INFORMATION

For any questions or to receive additional information, stop by our store at 58 East Palisade Avenue in Englewood,
NJ, call (201) 894-1825 or e-mail us at sales@thetimepiececollection.com. For updated store hours and Company
information please go to our new website, www.thetimepiececollection.com.

All prices listed in this catalogue are manufacturers’ retail prices and are subject to change without written notice.
The Timepiece Collection, Ltd. is not responsible for any typographical errors found in this catalogue.

RETURN POLICY
All sales are ﬁnal and deemed speciﬁcally ordered goods. Merchandise is not returnable for cash, credit or otherwise,
under any circumstance, unless otherwise stated and agreed. If stated and agreed the item must be returned in its
original packaging, include all warranty materials and must not have been worn or altered in any way.
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